Profit Glitch is a fully-automatic income generating system that requires
absolutely no experience or technical knowledge. With Profit Glitch, every
member makes money and no one is left behind. Guaranteed!
In a nutshell, here’s how it works: In 2009, an anonymous inventor under
the name of Satoshi Nakamoto created a Digital Currency called Bitcoin. Bitcoin is
not owned by anyone and is a decentralized currency which is created and
maintained by a network of computers around the world.
With Bitcoin, ‘miners’ use special computer software to solve math problems and
are issued a certain number of Bitcoins in exchange for their help. When Bitcoin
first began in 2009 it was very easy to download a free software and ‘Mine’ your
own bitcoins.
Bitcoin went crazy and has taken the world by storm. Modern corporations, banks
and websites have started using and accepting Bitcoin as a form of payment for
goods and services. 1 Bitcoin is now worth $901.32 US Dollars!
When I first started mining Bitcoin, it was very easy! All I had to use was my
cheap dell computer to mine my own bitcoins and I made a lot of money in a very
short period of time. But, because of the way that Bitcoin is setup, the
mathematical equations that bitcoin miners solve get more and more difficult over
time. While in the old days you could mine bitcoin with just your PC and make
money, it’s not that easy nowadays.
In 2011 I took some of my profits and started investing in more powerful mining
computers and systems so that I could continue to mine bitcoins and make money.
I started inviting friends and family to join in on the fun and reap the benefits of
the money that I was making.
By staying ahead of technology and upgrading my computer mining systems every
few months, I have been able to consistently make huge profits with Bitcoin. I
made so much profit in 2011 that I started leasing out warehouse space in Houston
to house my mining computers.
Here’s a photo of my server room in Houston, TX:
These systems are running 24/7 generating and mining Bitcoin and have made me
very, very rich over the past 7 years.
Now here’s where it gets very exciting for you…

I’m sure you’ve seen the news lately. The world is a lot different than it was 5 or
10 years ago. I know people that went to college and received their Masters Degree
and still cannot feed a family of 4. It’s awful and completely unacceptable.
Something needs to change and it needs to change fast.
I’m not going to sit around and wait for the economy to change or get better. The
time to make money is right now. That’s why I started mining Bitcoin in the first
place, because I didn’t see anything changing in the world and the economy and I
knew there had to be a better way! Well THERE is.
Now, for the first time ever, the Profit Glitch System is available for you to make
money with starting today, not tomorrow! Profit Glitch is different than any other
system that you may have used to try and make money online. Completely
Different.
With Profit Glitch, Everyone Makes Money On Autopilot!
There are other companies out there that mine for Bitcoins or other digital
currencies… but they all have one downfall – The money that you earn is limited
to how much ‘power’ you purchase from them to mine the bitcoin.
With Profit Glitch, there is NO limit to how much you can earn, in fact- people are
earning thousands of dollars PER week and even PER day using this exact same
system. When you become a member of Profit Glitch, your membership fee is
One-Time with absolutely NO monthly fees.
You start earning money on Day One! There is no software to download and
nothing to install or configure. You can login to your Profit Glitch control panel at
any time to see your earnings! Our proprietary ASIC computer network is working
24/7 Mining bitcoins and YOU receive PROFITS! It’s that easy.
Your $97 membership fee is allocated in a fund for us to keep purchasing BIGGER
and BETTER ASIC mining equipment. ASIC means ‘Application specific
integrated circuit chips’.
These are the most advanced computer chips on the market that are created
specifically to mine Bitcoin. We are constantly updating our systems and use the
fastest, most advanced, most powerful Bitcoin mining equipment on the planet and
that is why EVERYONE makes money with Profit Glitch!

With Profit Glitch, you get paid 2x Per Week directly to your Bank Account,
Debit card, Paypal, or Bitcoin wallet! All you have to do is activate your system!
This is 100% automatic income, completely hands-free and is something that has
never been done before, until now. After many long months of development, the
Profit Glitch System is finally here, right in time for the 2016 Holidays! You
STILL have time to make a lot of money this Holiday season.
We keep this system powerful and ever growing by limiting our membership
signups and constantly upgrading our mining equipment to run on the fastest and
most advanced ASIC processors.
We do all of the hard work. All you have to do is activate your system! Now if that
isn’t exciting enough, click on the Income Builder or Affiliate Program section
above to learn how to Multiple your income 10x with Profit Glitch!
Go ahead and Activate Your System Now while our VIP Launch Promo is still
available. Spaces are limited and are First Come, First Served. You’re gonna love
this thing!
-Robert
In addition to earning automatic income with Profit Glitch, your system also
includes the ‘Income Builder’. Every week, our team scours the internet for the
newest and easiest way to make money online and updates that information in our
‘Income Builder’.
You’ll never have information overload online again because our Income Builder
is constantly updated with the easiest ways to make money online. All you need to
do is Login to Profit Glitch and access the Income Builder from within your
members’ area.
If you like promoting different money making opportunities online, then you’re
going to love the Profit Glitch Affiliate Program!
You’ll earn $47 Cash for every Profit Glitch signup that you get and to top it off…
For every new Profit Glitch sale that you make, we’ll give your automatic income
system a Turbo Boost!
After 10 sales, you’ll be upgraded to GOLD status and your automatic income
power will be doubled!

After 25 sales, you’ll be upgraded to PLATINUM status and your automatic
income power will be TRIPLED!
When you make it to 50 sales, your automatic income power will increase 7x.
Now that’s what I’m talking about! Activate your Profit Glitch System right now
for only $97 and you’ll get instant access to Automatic Income, The Income
Builder and our Affiliate Program!

Check out how Bobby made over $42,000 in
his first 22 days and how you can copy him by
clicking here now.
Take advantage of this now, before the
membership increases to $197 PLUS $49 per
month, by clicking here

